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CULTURE MATTERS: CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN THE
REPORTING OF EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS
Andrew Tae-Hyun Kim*

ABSTRACT
Why don’t reasonable people complain about discrimination? Behavioral
science evidence points to structural barriers, like the fear of retaliation and the lack
of sociocultural power in the workplace, that discourage employees from reporting.
By not reporting perceived discriminatory or harassing conduct, the employee not
only underutilizes Title VII’s administrative scheme—which was created precisely
to remedy and deter such conduct—but also incurs a heavy litigative cost in employer liability suits. This Article claims that for certain minority groups, namely
Asian Americans, certain cultural differences significantly heighten those structural
barriers and consequently leave them underprotected in the legal system. The Article
locates the cultural differences in two dimensions of cultural diversity—collectivism
and particularism—and a Confucian philosophical norm. Ultimately, it asks and addresses whether the law should accommodate these differences or whether the ethnic
minority should accommodate, and thereby assimilate to, the legal norm. It concludes
that courts should, as with certain gender differences, consider cultural differences
when assessing the reasonableness of the employee’s actions in employer liability suits.
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INTRODUCTION
This Article examines the role that cultural differences play in the reporting of
employment discrimination claims and exposes the disproportionate impact that reporting requirements have on certain ethnic minorities. When employees experience
discrimination, the law assumes that they report it. Indeed, the law has fashioned a complex and expensive web of administrative and judicial mechanisms on that assumption via the Civil Rights Act of 1964,1 which was created to address discrimination.2
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC),3 a federal agency with
an annual budget of $367 million, was established to oversee the implementation of
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.4 The majority of that budget goes towards the
EEOC’s “most important and resource-intensive activity”5 of processing complaints
and charges of discrimination, which triggers Title VII’s redress mechanism.6 This
1

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, § 705, 78 Stat. 241, 258 (1964) (codified
as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-4 (2006)).
2
See Roy L. Brooks, A Roadmap Through Title VII’s Procedural and Remedial Labyrinth,
24 SW. U. L. REV. 511, 521 (1995).
3
Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-261, § 4, 86 Stat. 103,
104 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5 (2000)).
4
See EEOC, FISCAL YEAR 2010 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET JUSTIFICATION 12 (2009)
[hereinafter 2010 BUDGET JUSTIFICATION], available at http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/plan/upload
/2010budget.pdf.
5
See EEOC, FISCAL YEAR 2008 PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT 42 (2008),
available at http://archive.eeoc.gov/abouteeoc/plan/par/2008/par2008.pdf.
6
See 2010 BUDGET JUSTIFICATION, supra note 4, at 12 (stating that approximately $162
million was spent on the administrative processing of claims in 2008).
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mechanism presumes—indeed requires as a prerequisite to suit—that the putative
complainant will bring a claim when he or she believes to have experienced unlawful discrimination. However, what happens when a significant segment of the United
States population, for whom Title VII was created to protect, is reluctant to report
their perception of discrimination?
In 2007, the EEOC formed the Asian American and Pacific Islander Work Group
(EEOC Work Group) to examine that and other problems of discrimination against
Asian Americans in the federal government.7 The EEOC Work Group found that “31%
of the Asian[ ] [Americans]8 surveyed reported incidents of [race] discrimination, the
largest percentage . . . [reported by] any ethnic group, with African Americans constituting the second largest group at 26%.”9 Yet, the vast majority of Asian Americans
chose not to report that discrimination.10 This is especially surprising because government employees may be better shielded from retaliation than private sector employees
due to the various civil service protections available to them. Such underreporting
is not limited to civil discrimination suits. For example, in the reporting of hate crimes,
almost one-third of Asians in one study stated that they had experienced hate crimes.11
But an overwhelming 82% of those respondents stated that they did not report the
crime to the police.12
Employees must file charges with the EEOC to preserve their right to sue.13 If employees want to prevail in such suits, they must also have reported their grievances
to their employer.14 Moreover, employees must report quickly, as courts have construed the statute of limitations strictly and have punished employees for not reporting
7

EQUAL EMP. OPPORTUNITY COMM’N, ASIAN AMERICAN AND PACIFIC ISLANDER WORK
GROUP REPORT TO THE CHAIR OF THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION 1
(2008) [hereinafter EEOC WORK GROUP REPORT], available at http://wwweeoc.gov/federal
/reports/aapi.html.
8
Although the EEOC Work Group’s study included broader categories of Asian
Americans, this Article focuses primarily on Asian Americans from East Asia (e.g., Chinese
and Taiwanese Americans, Japanese Americans, and Korean Americans) and from countries
influenced by Confucianism (e.g., Vietnamese Americans). See Min Zhou & Yang Sao Xiong,
The Multifaceted American Experiences of the Children of Asian Immigrants: Lessons for
Segmented Assimilation, 28 ETHNIC & RACIAL STUD. 1119, 1125 (2005) (stating that Chinese
and Filipinos are the largest group, followed by Indians, Koreans, Vietnamese, and Japanese).
Together, these populations form the majority of the Asian immigrant population in the United
States. Id.
9
EEOC WORK GROUP REPORT, supra note 7, at 3.
10
Id.
11
Zenobia Lai & Andrew Leong, From the Community Lawyers’ Lens: The Case of the
“Quincy 4” and Challenges to Securing Civil Rights for Asian Americans, 15 ASIAN AM. L.J.
73, 82 (2008) (stating that the respondents of the survey reported incidents of smashed car
windows, rocks thrown through house windows, and spray-painted racial slurs).
12
Id.
13
See infra Part II.A.
14
Id.
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the first incident of harassment in employer liability suits.15 This Article argues that
such strict reporting requirements16 contradict behavioral science research, which
shows that the less assertive response to discriminatory conduct is the norm, not the
exception.17 Moreover, the requirements have a disproportionate impact on certain
minority groups who for reasons of cultural differences are more vulnerable to the
reporting requirements.
Part I of this Article examines the findings of the EEOC Work Group and contests
its assessment that a lack of English fluency may be the primary explanation for Asian
Americans’ reluctance to report discrimination. Part II analyzes the legal consequences
of underreporting discrimination: the loss of the right to sue and the improbability
of prevailing in employer liability suits. It contends that the Supreme Court’s strict
interpretation of the statute of limitations for bringing charges to the EEOC and its
requirement that employees immediately report harassment to their employer disproportionately harm certain minority groups, namely Asian Americans. Part III analyzes the structural barriers—the desire to maintain social relationships, the lack of
sociocultural power, and fear of retaliation—that cause certain minority groups to
underreport discrimination and concludes that for women, gender differences intensify these structural barriers. Part III provides a comparator for Parts IV and V
of this Article, and applies the behavioral science research concerning women’s reluctance to report sexual harassment claims to argue that cultural differences for
Asian Americans, like gender differences for women, magnify the structural barriers
to reporting discrimination. Parts IV and V apply the work of cross-cultural theorists
who have mapped out multiple dimensions of cultural diversity. These Parts contend
that two of those dimensions—collectivism and particularism—help explain Asian
Americans’ reluctance to report discrimination and that these dimensions are moored
in the Confucian philosophical norm. Part VI addresses whether the law should accommodate cultural differences or whether the ethnic minority instead should adapt
to the law. It frames this problem as a tension between assimilation—reporting
discrimination—and multicultural accommodation. This Article asserts that the cultural costs to the individual do not outweigh the benefits of assimilation and urges
courts to follow what they have already done in the gender context—to consider cultural differences when they assess the reasonability of an employee’s delay in reporting
in employer liability suits.
15

Id.
For purposes of this Article, “reporting requirements” means both the requirement to file
with the EEOC before filing a lawsuit and the requirement to report (quickly) to the employer
in employer liability suits. The Article focuses mostly on the latter requirement because the
former requirement is mostly ancillary to filing a lawsuit and, in current practice, does not have
a significant effect on outcome.
17
James E. Gruber & Michael D. Smith, Women’s Responses to Sexual Harassment: A
Multivariate Analysis, 17 BASIC & APPLIED SOC. PSYCHOL. 543, 545, 557 (1995).
16
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I. THE PROBLEM: AN ASSESSMENT OF THE FINDINGS OF THE EEOC WORK GROUP
A. The “Model Minority”?: The Asian American-Demographic in the United States
Asian Americans have been referred to as the “model minority” since the
beginning of the 1960s.18 The conventional view is that, due to their visible successes as compared to other minority or immigrant groups, Asian Americans do not
face external barriers to full integration or other social challenges.19 But recent studies
have contested the “model minority myth.”20 A recent sociological study showed that
Asian-American men have not achieved labor market parity with white men.21 The research revealed that most Asian-American men are at an earnings disadvantage and lag
behind white men in terms of full equality in the labor market.22 Similarly, in a recent
study, researchers found a significant underrepresentation of Asian-American lawyers
at the highest levels of law practice—as partners and practice group heads of law firms
in New York City.23
Moreover, the “model minority myth” applies only to a small subset of the
Asian-American population and detracts attention away from those who are not
“mythically” successful.24 Even those who are successful face structural challenges
particular to being Asian. Unlike some other minority populations in the United States,
Asian Americans are often perceived to be foreign,25 socially deficient,26 and lacking
18

See, e.g., William Petersen, Success Story, Japanese-American Style, N.Y. TIMES , Jan. 9,
1966 (Magazine), at 20–21, 33, 36, 38, 40, 43.
19
Id. at 43.
20
Chang Hwan Kim & Arthur Sakamoto, Have Asian American Men Achieved Labor
Market Parity with White Men?, 75 AM. SOC. REV. 930, 935 (2010).
21
Id. at 935–36, 952–54.
22
Id. at 952–54. Asian-American men who were schooled entirely overseas are at a substantial earnings disadvantage, whereas Asian-American men who obtained their highest degree
in the United States but completed high school in their home countries are at an intermediate
earnings disadvantage. Id. at 943–46. However, 1.5-generation Asian-American men appear
to have reached full parity with white men. Id. at 954.
23
Vivia Chen, Asian American Lawyers Still Underdogs, CAREERIST (Feb. 3, 2011,
3:10 PM), http://thecareerist.typepad.com/thecareerist/2011/02/asian-american-lawyers.html.
24
See Margaret Shih et al., Stereotype Susceptibility: Identity Salience and Shifts in
Quantitative Performance, 10 PSYCHOL. SCI. 80, 80–83 (1999). The perpetuation of the myth
prevents much-needed assistance for skill deficiencies, lack of mentoring availabilities, and
lack of networking associations.
25
MIA TUAN, FOREVER FOREIGNERS OR HONORARY WHITES?: THE ASIAN EXPERIENCE
TODAY 87–88 (1998).
26
Monica H. Lin et al., Stereotype Content Model Explains Prejudice for an Envied
Outgroup: Scale of Anti–Asian American Prejudice Stereotypes, 31 PERSONALITY & SOC.
PSYCHOL. BULL. 34, 35, 44 (2005) (developing a scale of anti–Asian American stereotypes
and finding that perception of low sociability can lead to exclusion from social networks).
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in leadership ability.27 For Asian Americans with a foreign accent, the accent can be
a source of subordination.28 Asian accents are perceived to be “low status” accents on
the speech-status scale.29
Although the “model” status of Asian Americans may be debatable, what is clear
is that the Asian presence in the United States is growing, and the latest census data
shows that it will continue to grow.30 According to the census figures, the Asian population is one of the fastest growing populations in the United States.31 “Between
1990 and 2000 this population grew 48%, from 6.9 million to 10.2 million persons.”32
The United States Census Bureau projects that the Asian population will increase
to almost 40 million, which is about 10% of the United States population, by the
year 2050.33 Currently, over 4% of the United States population—almost 11 million
Americans—are Asian.34
When comparing the growth of the Asian working-age population to that of the
general working-age population, the results are even more staggering. From 1980 to
2005, “the [Asian] working-age population grew by nearly 300%,” whereas the growth
for the general working-age population was only 29%.35 From 2005 to 2030, it is projected that the Asian working-age population will grow another 62%, whereas the
estimated growth projection for the total working-age population is 14%.36
The Asian workforce is quite diverse in levels of human capital, class, and
ethnicity.37 With regard to educational levels, it is overrepresented at both the top
end—with significant overrepresentation among those with advanced degrees—and
the bottom end—with significant overrepresentation among those without high school
diplomas.38 The Chinese, Indians, and Filipinos are overrepresented among the well
educated and highly skilled professionals, whereas Vietnamese and other Southeast
27

Katherine R. Xin, Asian American Managers: An Impression Gap?, 40 J. APPLIED BEHAV.
SCI. 160, 161 (2004).
28
ANGELO N. ANCHETA, RACE, RIGHTS, AND THE ASIAN AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 124–25
(2006).
29
Mari Matsuda, Voices of America: Accent, Antidiscrimination Law, and a Jurisprudence
for the Last Reconstruction, 100 YALE L.J. 1329, 1352 (1991) (“In a society with a speech
hierarchy . . . it is quite common that speakers of the low-status speech variety, by necessity,
are able to understand speakers of the high-status variety. . . . Speakers of the high-status
variety, on the other hand, frequently report that they cannot understand speakers below them
on the speech-status scale.”).
30
EEOC WORK GROUP REPORT, supra note 7, at 4.
31
Id.
32
Id. at 2.
33
Id. at 4.
34
Id.
35
Id.
36
Id.
37
Id. at 3.
38
Id. at 4.
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Asians are overrepresented among the poorly educated.39 But “[a] higher proportion
of non-Pacific Islander [Asians] work in professional specialty occupations” as compared to white Americans.40 Many of them have scientific and technical jobs.41 They
comprise 10% of the scientists in this country, even though they make up only 4% of
the total population.42 With the exception of the Japanese, most Asians in the United
States are first-generation immigrants at 64%; 27% are second-generation.43
On April 29, 2010, President Obama recognized the growing presence of Asian
Americans in American society and issued a Presidential Proclamation creating Asian
American and Pacific Islander History Month.44 This designation was bittersweet for
many, as it coincided with the 100th anniversary of the U.S. Immigration Station at
Angel Island, where, for three decades, Asian immigrants arrived and endured harsh
interrogation and exams and unsanitary confinement.45 Those “who were not turned
back by racially prejudiced immigration laws endured hardship, injustice, and deplorable conditions as miners, railroad builders, and farm workers.”46 In creating Asian
American and Pacific Islander History Month, President Obama stated that “we must
acknowledge the challenges [that Asian Americans] still face” and urged that such challenges be properly addressed so that “all Americans can reach their full potential.”47
B. Findings of the EEOC Work Group
On October 11, 2007, the EEOC Commission Chair Naomi C. Earp formed
the EEOC Work Group to address issues of concern for both Asian-American and
Pacific Islander employees in the federal government and the Asian American and
Pacific Islander community at large.48 This was the first time in history that such a
group had been formed.49 The EEOC Work Group is comprised of employees from
various federal agencies, professions, grade levels, and management levels and was
diverse in race, ethnicity, and gender.50
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Zhou & Xiong, supra note 8, at 1127.
EEOC WORK GROUP REPORT, supra note 7, at 4.
Id.
Id.
Zhou & Xiong, supra note 8, at 1125.
Proclamation No. 8508, 75 Fed. Reg. 24,363 (Apr. 29, 2010).
Id.
Id.
Id.
EEOC WORK GROUP REPORT, supra note 7, at 4.
Id.
Id. The group members and supporting staffers are:
Gazal Modhera, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission;
Suzan Aramaki, U.S. Department of Commerce; Linda BradfordWashington, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development;
Sherrie Davis, National Institutes of Health; Anna Hui, Department of
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The EEOC Work Group examined several concerns about federal sector employment, including ways to improve employment opportunities for Asian Americans, to
develop and prepare them for leadership within the federal government, and to eliminate barriers to senior level opportunities.51 A major concern for the EEOC Work
Group was the “apparent reluctance” of Asian-American federal employees “to air
their grievances” through “the federal sector EEO complaint process.”52
In a survey that sampled employees’ perception of discrimination at work and
the effect those perceptions had on performance and retention, 15% of all workers
perceived that they had been subject to some discriminatory treatment.53 When examined by subgroups, 31% of Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders said that they
perceived they had been subject to some discriminatory treatment.54 Surprisingly,
this was “the largest percentage of any ethnic group, with African Americans constituting the second largest group at 26%.”55 Even more surprising was that despite the
relatively high percentage of those surveyed who claimed discriminatory treatment,
a vast majority of them stated that they did not report the discrimination to their
employer.56 Indeed, “only about 2 percent of all [discrimination] charges in the private sector and 3.26 percent in the federal sector are filed by” Asian American or
Pacific Islanders.57 Furthermore, in the context of race discrimination cases, “82.5%
of charges were brought by African Americans” whereas only 3% were filed by Asian
American and Pacific Islanders.58
In its report, the EEOC Work Group identified several challenges facing this
strong and growing group of minority employees, including the low representation
Labor; Robert Jew, The National Archives and Records Administration;
Farook Sait, U.S. Department of Agriculture; James Su, Federal Asian
Pacific American Council; Piyachat Terrell, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency; Sharon Wong, Asian American Government
Executives; Frankie Cox, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development; Jerry Holloway, U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development; Tonya Watson, U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development; Chau Le Williams, U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development; John I. Cofer V, U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission; Marc Plotkin, U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission; and Mildred Rivera, U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Id. at 43.
51
Id. at 1.
52
Id.
53
Id. at 3.
54
Id.
55
Id.
56
Id.
57
Id.
58
Press Release, Equal Emp. Opportunity Comm’n, New Gallup Poll on Employment
Discrimination Shows Progress, Problems 40 Years After Founding of EEOC (Dec. 8, 2005),
http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/newsroom/release/12-8-05.cfm.
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of Asian employees, particularly in higher management positions.59 To help fulfill
one of the goals of the EEOC—the prevention of unlawful discrimination—the
EEOC Work Group recommended assisting various federal agencies in developing
and implementing EEO model programs.60 The Work Group proposed six elements:
“(A) demonstrated commitment from agency leadership, (B) integration of EEO into
agency’s strategic mission, (C) management and program accountability, (D) proactive
prevention of unlawful discrimination, (E) efficiency in the federal EEO process, and
(F) responsiveness and legal compliance.”61
In addition, the EEOC Work Group recommended the identification of barriers
that exclude any EEO group.62 It defined barriers as “policies, procedures, practices,
or conditions that limit employment opportunities” and stated that “[w]hile some barriers are readily discernable, most are hidden in an agency’s day-to-day activities, . . .
[such as] recruitment, hiring, career development, competitive and noncompetitive
promotions, . . . disciplinary actions, and separations.”63 The EEOC Work Group listed
the following as examples of barriers which could limit employment opportunities for
a certain group: (1) single-source or limited-source recruiting, (2) hiring laterally at
higher grades, as opposed to hiring through federal pools from one’s own agency,
(3) the use of overly narrow selection criteria and (4) biased or hostile attitude of
management toward a particular ethnic group, gender, or persons with disabilities.64
The EEOC Work Group recommended that each agency conduct a “barrier
analysis” and outlined six steps for doing so.65 The first step is to conduct a review
of an agency’s policies, practices, and procedures.66 A subject of review would be those
“in the natural employment progression,” such as “recruitment, hiring, training, and
career development” policies.67 The second step is to analyze source materials, such
as the “EEO complaints, EEO and Human Resources office interviews or data,” exit
interviews, employment surveys, and the like.68 In the third step, such source materials
would be analyzed for “triggers” or any anomalies in the data, such as recurring EEO
complaints on a particular issue or against a particular manager.69 The fourth step
calls for the determination of the “root causes of the triggers.”70 An example of a
root cause of low participation rates of Asians in an agency’s total workforce is the
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

EEOC WORK GROUP REPORT, supra note 7, at 17.
Id. at 26–27.
Id.
Id. at 27.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 33.
Id.
Id.
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recruitment policies and processes that recruit from colleges without many Asians.71
The fifth step calls for an “action plan” to eliminate the barrier.72 For the root cause
identified in the previous example, such a plan would recruit at a more diverse set
of colleges, including those with a higher concentration of Asians.73 The final step
is a follow-up to assess if the action plan successfully eliminated the barrier and to
implement “a continuous assessment and monitoring process.”74
C. An Assessment of the EEOC Work Group’s Recommendations
Though such recommendations for the elimination of barriers seem reasonable,
it is striking that most of the barriers targeted, such as recruitment strategies or hiring criteria, are couched in structural or external terms. This is a common assumption in access to justice scholarship, which often characterizes barriers to justice as
external—be they from unlawful discrimination by others or due to structural societal inequalities.75 While not discounting the existence or gravity that such barriers
pose to the equal opportunity for some, these externally focused efforts underinvestigate and under-identify the internal barriers that immigrants impose on
themselves, either unknowingly or by choice, which may prevent the full integration
or access to opportunities.76 As this Article shows in Parts IV and V, the internal or
cultural barriers often interplay with the structural barriers, and the distinction
between the two often blurs.
The one internal barrier that the EEOC Work Group identified concerned the
scarcity of formal EEO complaint activities among Asian Americans and Pacific
Islanders.77 Only 3.26% of all discrimination charges in the federal sector are filed
by Asian Americans.78 Yet, a large percentage of Asian Americans voiced concerns
about discrimination—31% of Asians surveyed stated that they had perceived incidents of discrimination.79
71

Id.
Id.
73
Id.
74
Id.
75
For example, the American Bar Association has the Standing Committee on Legal Aid
and Indigent Defendants, which provides resources for language access in courts. See Standing
Comm. on Legal Aid & Indigent Defendants, ABA, Laying the Path: Creating National
Standards for Language Access to State Courts, http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam
/aba/migrated/legalservices/sclaid/atjresourcecenter/downloads/2010_LanguageAccess
.authcheckdam.pdf (last visited Dec. 10, 2011) [hereinafter Language Access].
76
See, e.g., Lauren Gilbert, Citizenship, Civic Virtue, and Immigrant Integration: The
Enduring Power of Community-Based Norms, 27 YALE L. & POL’Y REV., 335, 369–82 (2009)
(analyzing barriers to integration which Somalis impose on themselves).
77
EEOC WORK GROUP REPORT, supra note 7, at 41–42.
78
Id. at 3.
79
Id.
72
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The EEOC Work Group identified this as a “significant barrier [ ] in the federal
workplace,” but attributed the problem primarily to language, which it described as
“the most prominent barrier to the EEO complaint process.”80 As a proposed solution,
the EEOC Work Group recommended that “federal agencies . . . improve educational opportunities to overcome language barriers by improving bilingual programs
and promoting increased cultural diversity.”81 It also stated that agencies should provide extra training and information concerning the EEO complaint process to AsianAmerican employees.82 It recommended helping Asian Americans identify the benefits
of the complaint process by highlighting historical cases that pertain to the Asian community and assisting them in “overcoming their fear of the EEO Process [sic] and
retaliation by breaking the myths of the EEO Complaint process.”83
The EEOC Work Group’s characterization of language as the “most prominent
barrier to the EEO complaint process” is surprising.84 It is true that for many, if not
most, members of the Asian-American community in the United States, language is
a barrier to employment and other civic opportunities.85 To address this barrier, many
Asian-American interest organizations devote much of their resources to providing
language assistance and translation services to Asian Americans.86 But for most positions in the federal government, English language proficiency is a prerequisite. If
most Asian Americans in the federal government are proficient in the English language,
then the EEOC Work Group’s recommendation of providing language assistance
would have little to no impact on Asian-American employees’ reluctance to report perceived discrimination; shifting resources to provide language assistance programs
would detract from the true source of the problem.
80

Id. at 41 (“Language is perhaps the most prominent barrier to the EEO complaint process.
Therefore, the AAPI community and federal agencies must improve educational opportunities
to overcome language barriers by improving bilingual programs and promoting increased cultural diversity.”).
81
Id.
82
Id. at 39.
83
Id.
84
Id. at 41.
85
See Language Access, supra note 75.
86
The following organizations have language assistance programs to assist Asian
Americans: Asian Pacific American Legal Resource Center, which through its Asian
Language Legal Hotlines, helps “nearly 10,000 . . . limited or non-English speaking individuals a year,” A Lasting Impact 2008 Annual Report, ASIAN PAC. AM. LEGAL RES. CTR.,
http://www.apalc.org/annualreports/2008.pdf (last visited Dec. 10, 2011); Asian American
Justice Center, which has as one of its programs “Language Access” to monitor compliance
with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Executive Order 13166, The Asian
American Justice Center, ASIAN AM. JUST. CENTER, http://www.advancingequality.org/language
-access (last visited Dec. 10, 2011); Asian Pacific American Legal Resource Center, through its
Asian American Language Access Project which provides language assistance to Asian
Americans to be able to fully access D.C. government programs and services, ASIAN PAC.
AM. LEGAL RES. CTR., http://www.apalrc.org/prog_asian.html (last visited Dec. 10, 2011).
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The EEOC Work Group’s recommendation for providing training concerning
the EEO complaint process is a better approach for addressing the reporting problem.
One reasonable hypothesis for why Asian Americans do not report perceived discrimination is that they are unaware of the reporting requirements. Thus, it is not for the lack
of a desire to report, but simply that they do not know how to report. But, if the lack of
knowledge of the reporting procedures is the real reason, one would expect that other
minority groups would exhibit the same reluctance to report perceived discrimination.
Yet, according to the Work Group Report, such reluctance to report was mostly seen
among Asian-American federal employees. For example, African-American employees
did not show the same reluctance to report.87
Likewise, the EEOC Work Group’s recommended approach of educating people
about the legal protections against retaliation may also make sense. As Part III of this
Article shows, fear of retaliation and adverse consequences is a barrier to reporting
discrimination not only among Asian Americans, but also among other minority
groups.88 Those fears may be more intense among Asian Americans, not due to their
lack of knowledge of retaliation protections in place relative to other minority groups,
but due to cultural differences which may intensify their fear of retaliation.89
II. THE LEGAL CONSEQUENCES OF UNDERREPORTING DISCRIMINATION
A. Disuse of the Redress Mechanism and the Potential Loss of the Right to Sue
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 196490 created a complex administrative and
judicial scheme to address and enforce its antidiscrimination mandate.91 Before its
enactment, Title VII faced considerable opposition in Congress.92 Economic theorists attacked the bill and the new administrative regime it would soon implement as
being too costly to maintain and ultimately inefficient.93 Libertarians criticized the bill
because, as Judge Bork once wrote, preventing free association was coercive and even
87

See EEOC WORK GROUP REPORT, supra note 7, at 3.
See infra Parts IV–V.
89
Id.
90
42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e–2000e-17 (2006).
91
See Brooks, supra note 2, at 511.
92
Pre 1965: Events Leading to the Creation of the EEOC, EEOC, http://www.eeoc.gov
/eeoc/history/35th/pre1965/index.html (last visited Dec. 10, 2011).
93
John J. Donahue III, Advocacy Versus Analysis in Assessing Employment Discrimination
Law, 44 STAN. L. REV. 1583, 1591, 1597 (1992) (recounting the Chicago School’s opposition
to the passage of Title VII). Donahue notes that Milton Friedman stated that antidiscrimination laws were unnecessary because the “general rules of private property and of capitalism
have [sic] been a major source of opportunity for Negros and have [sic] permitted them to make
greater progress than they otherwise could have made.” Id. at 1591. According to Friedman,
whose views became orthodoxy for many in the Chicago School, antidiscrimination laws were
unnecessary and ultimately unsuccessful at providing economic benefit for blacks. Id. at 1592.
88
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worse than “the ugliness of racial discrimination.”94 Some of those same critics remain
opposed to this day to what they perceive as Title VII’s overexpansive reach. Others
say that it is outdated and doubt its utility to address new forms of discrimination.95
Though Title VII lawsuits were effective in driving out overt and intentional forms of
racial discrimination in the past, such overt forms of discrimination are rarer today.96
Instead, discrimination now tends to come in the forms of unconscious racism,97 implicit bias,98 and structural discrimination.99 Still others say that Title VII is too costly
a system to maintain.100
As imperfect as it may be to some, Title VII and the related antidiscrimination
statutes represent the primary legal mechanism through which we address the problems of employment discrimination.101 Before a complainant can file suit for an alleged
act of employment discrimination, he or she must first exhaust the EEOC’s procedural
requirements.102 For complainants employed by the federal government, that process
involves going through the federal complaint process.103 Each federal agency has a
94

Robert Bork, Civil Rights—A Challenge, NEW REPUBLIC, Aug. 31, 1963, at 21–22; see
also RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, FORBIDDEN GROUNDS: THE CASE AGAINST EMPLOYMENT
DISCRIMINATION LAWS 75 (1992) (“The [law’s] standard prohibition against force and fraud
does not depend on a simple assertion that killing or murder is just illegitimate. Rather, it
rests on the powerful, albeit empirical, judgment that all people value their right to be free
from coercion far more than they value their right to coerce others in a Hobbesian war of all
against all.”).
95
See Nancy M. Modesitt, Reinventing the EEOC, 63 SMU L. REV. 1237, 1237–50
(2010) (contending that the EEOC has failed in its mission and proposing a complete restructuring of the EEOC).
96
Julie C. Suk, Procedural Path Dependence: Discrimination and the Civil-Criminal
Divide, 85 WASH. U. L. REV. 1315, 1320 (2008).
97
Linda Hamilton Krieger, The Content of Our Categories: A Cognitive Bias Approach
to Discrimination and Equal Employment Opportunity, 47 STAN. L. REV. 1161, 1164 (1995).
98
See Jerry Kang & Mahzarin R. Banaji, Fair Measures: A Behavioral Realist Revision
of “Affirmative Action,” 94 CALIF. L. REV. 1063, 1072–73 (2006); Christine Jolls,
Antidiscrimination Law’s Effects on Implicit Bias 2–3 (Yale Law Sch., Pub. Law Working
Paper No. 148, 2005), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers/cfm?abstract_id=959228.
99
See Samuel R. Bagenstos, The Structural Turn and the Limits of Antidiscrimination
Law, 94 CALIF. L. REV. 1, 2 (2006).
100
Epstein, supra note 94, at 73–75 (pointing out the heavy costs and inefficiencies in
making discrimination illegal).
101
See J. Hoult Verkerke, Free to Search, 105 HARV. L. REV. 2080, 2085 (1992) (defending
antidiscrimination laws even under a libertarian perspective as necessary to “remedy an unjust
distribution of resources”).
102
The EEOC provides a nice overview of the federal complaint process. Overview of
Federal Sector EEO Complaint Process, EEOC, http://www.eeoc.gov/federal/fed_employees
/complaint_overview.cfm (last visited Dec. 10, 2011) [hereinafter Federal Sector Complaint
Process]. A charge must also be filed with any existing state antidiscrimination agency. See
FEPAs and Dual Filing, EEOC, http://www.eeoc.gov/employees/fepa.cfm (last visited
Dec. 10, 2011).
103
Federal Sector Complaint Process, supra note 102.
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designated EEO counselor and must post “information about how to contact the
agency’s EEO Office.”104 Generally, the complainant has forty-five days from the date
the alleged discrimination occurred to contact an EEO counselor.105 Once the complainant contacts the EEO counselor, the precomplaint process begins, which lasts
up to thirty days.106 A part of that process includes the choice of participating in EEO
counseling or alternative dispute resolution (ADR) programs, such as mediation,
before filing a formal complaint.107
All agencies are required to have an ADR program, and in 2000, the EEOC required all federal agencies to make ADR programs available during the precomplaint
and formal complaint process.108 Agencies must make “reasonable efforts” to voluntarily settle the complaint as early as possible.109 If the complainant chooses the ADR
program, the EEO counseling activities come to an end. Choosing the ADR program
increases the precomplaint process from thirty to ninety days.110 If the matter does not
conclude using the ADR program, the agency conducts a final review and issues a notice of right to file a formal complaint.111
Once a formal complaint is filed, the agency reviews the complaint for any
procedural deficiencies.112 At various points during the process, a complainant may
quit the process and opt to file a lawsuit in court.113 But, as a precondition to filing
suit, the employee must file a charge with the EEOC114 within the statute of
104

Id.
Id.
106
Federal EEO Complaint Processing Procedures, EEOC, http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc
/publications/fedprocess.cfm (last visited Dec. 10, 2011).
107
Federal Sector Complaint Process, supra note 102.
108
Federal Sector Alternative Dispute Resolution Fact Sheet, EEOC, http://www.eeoc
.gov/federal/adr/facts.cfm (last visited Dec. 10, 2011).
109
29 C.F.R. § 1614.603 (2010).
110
Federal Sector Alternative Dispute Resolution Fact Sheet, supra note 108.
111
Id.
112
If the agency does not dismiss the complaint, the agency conducts an investigation and
has 180 days to do so. Upon the conclusion of the agency investigation, the complainant has
two choices: either request a hearing from the EEOC Administrative Judge or ask the agency
to issue a decision as to whether discrimination occurred. If the complainant requests the
latter and the agency finds that no discrimination occurred, the complainant has the option
of appealing that decision to the EEOC, when EEOC appellate attorneys conduct review of
the agency’s findings, or challenging it in federal district court. Federal Sector Complaint
Process, supra note 102. If the complainant chooses the former, an Administrative Judge will
hear the matter and issue a decision and order relief if discrimination is found. Id. The complainant also has the ability to appeal the Administrative Law Judge’s decision to the EEOC
as well as to a federal district court. Id. The complainant may still choose the ADR option
during the formal complaint process. Federal Sector Alternative Dispute Resolution Fact
Sheet, supra note 108.
113
Federal Sector Complaint Process, supra note 102.
114
Id.; 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(b) (2006). A charge must comply with the EEOC regulation,
which specifies that “a charge is sufficient when the Commission receives from the person
105
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limitations,115 which has been strictly interpreted.116 The Supreme Court recently
stated that the “time for filing a charge of employment discrimination . . . begins
when the discriminatory act occurs.”117 The Court had previously interpreted the limitations period as beginning to run when the employee receives notice of a discriminatory employment act, not when the act occurs.118 This change considerably shortens
an already short limitations period and puts greater pressure on employees to report
in a timely fashion.
B. The Loss of the Affirmative Defense in Employer Liability Suits: The U.S.
Supreme Court’s Decisions in Ellerth and Faragher
In addition to the strict interpretation of the statute of limitations for filing a
charge with the EEOC, the Supreme Court has imposed another reporting requirement on the employee by considerably narrowing the time period available for an employee to report any alleged misconduct if the employee wishes to pursue a private suit
against the employer. To prevail in hostile work environment claims under Title VII,
an employee has a duty to timely report the alleged misconduct.119 In Burlington
Industries, Inc. v. Ellerth120 and Faragher v. City of Boca Raton,121 two cases decided
on the same day, the United States Supreme Court established a framework that governs employer liability for sexual harassment by supervisors. Employers are vicariously liable for actions of supervisors in the employee’s chain of command when
tangible employment action is taken.122 Although these cases were decided within
making the charge a written statement sufficiently precise to identify the parties and to describe
generally the action or practice complained of.” 29 C.F.R. § 1601.12(b).
115
A complainant has several options to file: after 180 days have passed from the date he
filed the complaint if the agency has not issued a decision and no appeal has been filed; within
ninety days from the date the complainant received the agency’s decision on his complaint
so long as no appeal has been filed; after 180 days from the date he filed the appeal if the EEOC
has not issued a decision; or within ninety days from the date the EEOC’s decision on the
appeal is received. See Federal Sector Complaint Process, supra note 102.
116
Title VII provides two applicable periods of limitation. The general rule is that the charge
must be filed within 180 days “after the alleged unlawful employment practice occurred.” 42
U.S.C. § 2000e-5(e). The exception to the rule is when there is a state or local antidiscrimination
agency, in which case the charge must be filed with such agency in addition to the EEOC, within
300 days of the alleged violation or within thirty days after notice that the state proceedings
are terminated, whichever date is later. Id.
117
Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Inc., 550 U.S. 618, 619 (2007), superseded
on other grounds, Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009, Pub. L. No. 111-2, 123 Stat. 5 (codified
in scattered sections of 29 and 42 U.S.C. (2009)).
118
Del. State Coll. v. Ricks, 449 U.S. 250, 259 (1980).
119
See Burlington Indus., Inc., v. Ellerth, 524 U.S. 742, 765 (1998).
120
524 U.S. 742 (1998).
121
524 U.S. 775 (1998).
122
Ellerth, 524 U.S. at 760–61. “A tangible employment action constitutes a significant
change in employment status, such as hiring, firing, failing to promote, reassignment with
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the sexual harassment context, their holdings have been extended and applied in race
harassment cases.123
While establishing a cause of action for employer liability, the Court articulated
a strong affirmative defense that an employer may raise. To establish that defense, the
employer must show that: (1) it “exercised reasonable care to prevent and correct
promptly any sexually harassing behavior,” and (2) that the employee “unreasonably
failed to take advantage of any preventive or corrective opportunities provided or to
avoid harm otherwise.”124 The employer bears the burden of proof on both elements.125
Concerning the two required elements, the Court stated:
While proof that an employer had promulgated an antiharassment
policy with complaint procedure is not necessary in every instance
as a matter of law, the need for a stated policy suitable to the employment circumstances may appropriately be addressed in any
case when litigating the first element of the defense. And while
proof that an employee failed to fulfill the corresponding obligation of reasonable care to avoid harm is not limited to showing
any unreasonable failure to use any complaint procedure provided by the employer, a demonstration of such failure will normally suffice to satisfy the employer’s burden under the second
element of the defense.126
In articulating such a holding, the Court was trying to alter the behavior of both
employers and employees. It placed on the employer the burden of showing that it took
corrective action when the employee reported the harassment. Although failing to
establish an antiharassment policy and accompanying complaint procedures does
not technically preclude an employer from establishing the first element of the
affirmative defense,127 it is all but required if an employer wishes to reduce its
significantly different responsibilities, or a decision causing a significant change in benefits.”
Id. at 761.
123
See Spriggs v. Diamond Auto Glass, 242 F.3d 179, 186 n.9 (4th Cir. 2001); Jackson v.
Ark. Dep’t of Educ., 272 F.3d 1020, 1024 (8th Cir. 2001); Hill v. Am. Gen. Fin., Inc., 218
F.3d 639, 641 (7th Cir. 2000); Allen v. Mich. Dep’t of Corr., 165 F.3d 405, 411 (6th Cir.
1999); Caridad v. Metro-North Commuter R.R., 191 F.3d 283, 294–95 (2nd Cir. 1999);
Wright-Simmons v. City of Oklahoma City, 155 F.3d 1264, 1270 (10th Cir. 1998). This
affirmative defense has been extended beyond Title VII harassment cases. For example, the
Fifth Circuit held that the Ellerth-Faragher standard governs hostile work environment claims
alleged under the Energy Reorganization Act’s whistle-blower provision. Williams v. Admin.
Review Bd., 376 F.3d 471, 478–79 (5th Cir. 2004).
124
Ellerth, 524 U.S. at 765.
125
Olson v. Lowe’s Home Ctrs. Inc., 130 Fed. App’x 380, 389 (11th Cir. 2005).
126
Ellerth, 524 U.S. at 765 (emphasis added); see also Faragher, 524 U.S. at 807–08.
127
The Court explained that the absence of such conciliatory tools “may appropriately be
addressed in any case when litigating the first element of the defense,” which suggests that
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exposure to liability.128 Moreover, under Faragher, the employer must, at a minimum,
disseminate that policy among its employees and allow them to bypass the harassing
supervisor in the complaint process.129
Though the employer has the burden to prove the second element as well, it can
meet that burden by showing evidence of an employee “unreasonably fail[ing] to take
advantage of any preventative or corrective opportunities provided by the employer
or to avoid harm otherwise.”130 Under this formulation, the Court seems to have left
open the option for an employee to act reasonably by taking steps to avoid harm, without taking advantage of the preventative or corrective opportunities provided by the
employer. In its next breath, however, the Court seems to disabuse itself of that notion
by stating that the employee’s failure to use her employer’s complaint procedures
“will normally suffice to satisfy the employer’s burden under the second element of
the defense.”131
Indeed, the lower courts have treated the employee’s reporting requirement as a
duty. In Matvia v. Bald Head Island Management, Inc., the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit affirmed the district court’s grant of summary judgment for
the employer on the employee’s claims of sexual harassment.132 There, the employee
argued that her reluctance to report the harassing behavior of her supervisor was not
unreasonable.133 In response, the court repeatedly characterized the reporting of harassment as a duty.134 It stated that Faragher and Ellerth “command that a victim of sexual
harassment report the misconduct, [rather than] investigate, gather evidence, and then
approach company officials.”135
Not only did the court in Matvia require the reporting of harassment, but it also
seems to have imposed a time requirement for doing so.136 The employee waited until
such conciliatory procedures are not necessary to establish the first element of the affirmative
defense. Ellerth, 524 U.S. at 765; Faragher, 524 U.S. at 778.
128
See Edward A. Marshall, Excluding Participation in Internal Complaint Mechanisms
from Absolute Retaliation Protection: Why Everyone, Including the Employer, Loses, 5 EMP.
RTS. & EMP. POL’Y J. 549, 571 (2001).
129
Faragher, 524 U.S. at 808.
130
Ellerth, 524 U.S. at 765; Faragher, 524 U.S. at 807.
131
Ellerth, 524 U.S. at 765; Faragher, 524 U.S. at 808.
132
259 F.3d 261, 265 (4th Cir. 2001).
133
Id. at 269.
134
Id. at 269–70 (citing Faragher’s observation that “a victim [of sexual harassment] has
a duty to use such means as are reasonable under the circumstances to avoid or minimize the
damages that result from violations of the statute” and that the unpleasantness of reporting
“cannot override the duty to report sexual harassment”).
135
Id. at 269.
136
Id. In addition to the requirement to report timely under Ellerth and Faragher, some
employers’ internal policies require reporting harassment “immediately.” For example, in
Baldwin v. Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Alabama, Blue Cross policy required the employee to
“report the [harassing] incident or conduct immediately.” 480 F.3d 1287, 1295 (11th Cir.
2007). The court concluded that the “employee must comply with the reporting rules and procedures her employer has established.” Id. at 1306. The Supreme Court in National Railroad
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the final incident to complain to her employer and argued that it was reasonable for
her to refrain from reporting so that she could wait to see “whether he was a ‘predator’
or merely an ‘interested man’ who could be politely rebuffed.”137 The court rejected
such actions as unreasonable and concluded that victims of sexual harassment act
prudently only by immediately reporting the misconduct, rather than “investigat[ing]”
or “gather[ing] evidence.”138
Matvia’s holding is not an outlier.139 Many district courts have deemed even relatively short delays between incidents of sexual harassment and the date the employee
reported them to be unreasonable for purposes of assessing employer liability.140 For
example, an employee in Phillips v. Taco Bell Corporation was touched in a sexual
manner once in March and then four times in June.141 Two days after the fourth incident in June, the employee reported the conduct.142 The court characterized the delay
as three months, notwithstanding the fact that the first event was isolated, more than
two months before the other four events, and the employee reported the harassment
within days of the escalating events in June.143
In Conatzer v. Medical Professional Building Services, Inc., the court deemed
even a shorter delay as unreasonable.144 There, the supervisor brushed up against the
employee’s chest on September 28.145 On October 11 and October 13, the supervisor
escalated the conduct and put her head in a headlock between his knees.146 Conatzer
reported the conduct on October 15.147 The court concluded that she should have
reported the conduct after the first incident.148 Such a conclusion does not take into
Passenger Corp. v. Morgan, 536 U.S. 101 (2002), did delay the charge filing period for
hostile environment harassment claims by holding that the charge filing period does not begin
to run until the last event contributing to the hostile environment occurs. Id. at 121–22.
Nevertheless, this does not disturb the early reporting requirements of Ellerth and Faragher.
137
Matvia, 259 F.3d at 269.
138
Id.
139
See, e.g., Thornton v. Fed. Express Corp., 530 F.3d 451, 457 (6th Cir. 2008) (at least two
months delay in reporting unreasonable); Walton v. Johnson & Johnson Servs., Inc., 347 F.3d
1272, 1277 (11th Cir. 2003) (two and a half months delay unreasonable); cf. Lauderdale v. Tex.
Dep’t of Criminal Justice, 512 F.3d 157, 164 (5th Cir. 2007) (one day delay before complaining
to supervisor unwilling to help deemed unreasonable because employee did not pursue another
avenue for complaint); Collette v. Stein-Mart, 126 Fed. App’x 678 (6th Cir. 2005) (two days
delay unreasonable for failure to take advantage of measures to correct or prevent harassment).
140
L. Camille Hebert, Why Don’t “Reasonable Women” Complain about Sexual
Harassment?, 82 IND. L.J. 711, 722 (2007) (arguing against finding short delays in reporting
as unreasonable).
141
83 F. Supp. 2d 1029, 1033 (E.D. Mo. 2000); Hebert, supra note 140, at 722.
142
Phillips, 83 F. Supp. 2d at 1034.
143
Id.
144
255 F. Supp. 2d 1259, 1270 (N.D. Okla. 2003); Hebert, supra note 140, at 723–24.
145
Conatzer, 255 F. Supp. 2d at 1264.
146
Id.
147
Id.
148
Id. at 1270.
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account the fact that the employee reported the conduct within days of when the conduct escalated. Requiring an employee to report the first incident immediately leaves
no room for her to make the judgment of whether such conduct was indeed harassing.
It would be reasonable for an employee to think the first act of brushing up against
her chest could be an accident. Only with the benefit of hindsight, by putting the three
acts in context, would a reasonable person know that the first incident was an act of
harassment. Not only did the court require the employee to report immediately, but it
also found fault with her method of reporting. Because Conatzer merely reported the
conduct to her supervisors, instead of filing a formal report, the court found that aspect
of her conduct unreasonable as well.149
Such an interpretation of the affirmative defense is incongruous with the
EEOC’s own guidelines, which state that the failure to report the first instance of sexual harassment—or even the second or third—is not presumptively unreasonable.150
It would seem reasonable for an employee, like Conatzer, to ignore the first minor
incident, or a small number of incidents, in hopes that the harassment will stop. She
may also be able to find other methods of diffusing the situation without resorting to
the formal method of filing a complaint. As Part III of the Article contends, behavioral
science research supports this view.
Some courts have followed this line of reasoning and have been more reluctant
to establish an absolute rule that complainants must immediately report a first act of
harassment.151 The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, for example, in Watts
v. Kroger Company reversed summary judgment on the grounds that the employer
could not, as a matter of law, establish that the employee “unreasonably failed to take
advantage of any preventive or corrective opportunities provided by the employer”
when the employee endured harassment for nearly a year and only complained when
the harassment intensified.152 The court held that a jury may find it “not unreasonable”
to hold off complaining under these circumstances.153 Likewise, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in Craig v. M&O Agencies, Inc. concluded that a
149

Id. at 1269. Interestingly, Hebert points out that courts have been more accepting of
employers’ delays in acting on reports of sexual harassment than of employees’ delays in
making those reports. Hebert, supra note 140, at 724.
150
See U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Notice No. 915.002,
Enforcement Guidance on Vicarious Employer Liability for Unlawful Harassment by
Supervisors, 2 EEOC Compl. Man. (BNA) No. 289, at 615:0101 (June 18, 1999) [hereinafter
EEOC Enforcement Guidelines].
151
Reed v. MBNA Mktg. Sys., 333 F.3d 27, 35 (1st Cir. 2003) (“There is no bright-line
rule as to when a failure to file a complaint becomes unreasonable, but Faragher and Ellerth
do provide some indirect guidance.”). The court in Reed reversed summary judgment for the
employer and acknowledged that it would not be unreasonable for the jury to find a ten
months delay in reporting reasonable. Id. at 37. However, this conclusion may be limited to
the particular facts of Reed, which involved a seventeen-year-old girl who had been assaulted
by a supervisor twice her age. Id.
152
170 F.3d 505, 510 (5th Cir. 1999).
153
Id.
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nineteen-day delay in reporting supervisory harassment was not unreasonable because the employee may have hoped that the situation would resolve itself without
resorting to the formal complaint mechanism.154
The rationale for requiring employees to report harassment and to do so in a timely
manner was articulated by Justice Kennedy in Ellerth.155 There, he emphasized that one
of the goals—if not the ultimate purpose—of Title VII is to “encourage the creation of
antiharassment policies and effective grievance mechanisms.”156 An employee’s notice of harassment to the employer is critical because without it, the employer has no
chance—and thus no duty—to take corrective action. Without the employee’s cooperation, the problem of workplace discrimination cannot be corrected.157 Moreover,
imposing on employers the duty to create such policies and requiring employees to
use such policies “promote[s] conciliation rather than litigation in the Title VII
context.”158 Requiring employees to report harassing conduct early,159 as many courts
have done, and “before it becomes severe or pervasive,”160 achieves the deterrent
purpose of Title VII.
Some empirical research supports this assertion.161 Employers enjoy up to a 30%
decrease in EEOC complaints following the implementation of internal conciliatory
mechanisms.162 This is particularly significant in light of the general increase in the
filing of harassment charges filed with the EEOC from the 1980s to the 2000s.163
The increase in the number of harassment charges means that legal expenditures for
both courts and litigants would be significant.164
But such rigid requirements for reporting harassment, and particularly the imposition of a strict time limit for doing so, in some ways undermine the conciliation
purpose of the framework in Ellerth, and ultimately the deterrent purpose of Title VII.
154

496 F.3d 1047, 1057–58 (9th Cir. 2007).
Burlington Indus., Inc. v. Ellerth, 524 U.S. 742, 764 (1998).
156
Id.
157
See Madray v. Publix Supermarkets, Inc., 208 F.3d 1290, 1302 (11th Cir. 2000) (citing
Ellerth, 524 U.S. at 764) (holding the employee acted unreasonably by her delay in using
employer’s reporting procedures and by reporting to mid-level managers instead of individuals identified in the sexual harassment policy).
158
Id. at 1297.
159
Ellerth, 524 U.S. at 764. Justice Kennedy stated that the “deterrent purpose” of Title VII
would be served by “encouraging” employees to report harassing conduct. Id.
160
Id.
161
Marshall, supra note 128, at 588.
162
Id.
163
See Harassment Charges EEOC & FEPAs Combined: FY 1997–FY 2010, EEOC, http://
www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/statistics/enforcement/harassment.cfm (last visited Dec. 10, 2011). The
number of claims filed increased steadily from 1997 to 2010. Id. From the 1980s to 1990s,
there was a fivefold increase in the harassment charges filed with the EEOC. Marshall, supra
note 128, at 582 n.200. Harassment charges constituted only 3% of the charges in the 1980s
but 14% in the 1990s. Id.
164
Marshall, supra note 128, at 589.
155
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If courts continue to evaluate the reasonableness requirement ex-post with the benefit
of hindsight, and not from the ex-ante perspective of the employee and the information
available to her at the time of the events, then employees have no realistic choice but
to report the first incident.165 But, as in Conatzer’s case, the first incident may seem
offensive only when examined in context of the second and third events.166
For Conatzer, it turns out that the first incident of her supervisor brushing up
against her chest led to more offensive conduct.167 In other circumstances, such an
isolated event may not be the prelude to additional offensive behavior. Given the
considerable risk an employee faces by formally complaining to the employer, the
law should leave that choice up to the employee, even if she does not report the first
incident, for it is just as reasonable for an employee to “ignore a small number of
incidents, hoping that the harassment will stop . . . and then wait to see if that is effective in ending the harassment before complaining to management.”168 Otherwise,
the law will incentivize “every minor, unwelcome remark based on race, sex, or another protected category [to trigger] a complaint and investigation,” making the
workplace a “battleground.”169
III. STRUCTURAL AND GENDER BARRIERS: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
WOMEN’S SEXUAL HARASSMENT CLAIMS
Much of the legal scholarship and behavioral science research on the barriers that
prevent the reporting of Title VII claims concern women and their reluctance to bring
sexual harassment claims.170 Social scientists have identified several structural barriers
that prevent all people, regardless of gender or cultural background, from reporting
claims for harassment and discrimination.171 These structural barriers include the desire
165

Some courts have acknowledged this view. See Pinkerton v. Colo. Dep’t. of Transp.,
563 F.3d 1052, 1064 (10th Cir. 2009) (“In this case, the lapse of time was not vitiated by the
fact that events giving rise to the complaint were relatively minor. If that were the situation
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to maintain social relationships, the lack of power in the workplace,172 and the fear
of retaliation.173 For women, gender differences heighten these structural barriers to
reporting harassment. Part III provides a comparator for Parts IV and V of this Article,
that apply the behavioral science research concerning women’s reluctance to report sexual harassment claims to argue that cultural differences for Asian Americans, like gender differences for women, magnify the structural barriers to reporting discrimination.
A. The Structural Barriers to Reporting Sexual Harassment Claims
In their much-cited study of women’s responses to sexual harassment, sociologists
James Gruber and Michael Smith found that “women’s responses to sexual harassment stem from two primary sources: the management of social relationships and
the dynamics of power in the workplace.”174 As structural barriers, these two sources
or concerns affect both men and women. Regarding the management of social
relationships, the research revealed that both men and women tended to avoid
conflict.175 Moreover, the less assertive response to conflict was more common
among both men and women.176 Gruber and Smith characterized such conflict avoidance measures as the basis of all social interaction.177 For example, all social interactants in their study employed methods to avoid embarrassment or inappropriate
behavior.178 They used “various face-saving (and situation-saving)” techniques in response to others who behaved outrageously, bungled the social situation, or otherwise
violated social norms.179 Some of these measures included avoidance—either switching the topic of discussion or physically leaving the scene—“or explaining away the
behavior as exceptional.”180 Thus, what proved exceptional were not the so-called
passive responses to inappropriate behavior, but the aggressive ones that threaten the
social organization.181
Concerning the dynamics of power in the workplace, the higher the level of
objective or subjective power employees have or perceive that they have, both inside
and outside the workplace, the more likely that they would respond assertively to
harassment.182 Gruber and Smith characterize power in three forms: “sociocultural,
organizational, and personal resources.”183 They point to the organizational power
level of employees as being an especially important indicator of willingness to
172
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respond assertively to violations in the workplace.184 For example, they found that
employees “who experience[d] harassment from an employer or supervisor [were]
especially limited in their responses compared to” others harassed by their peers.185
Also, the more support that employees felt they had in the workplace, the more
likely they were to report harassment.186
Social psychologists frame the power dynamic in slightly different, though related,
terms. One such way attributes the reluctance to report discrimination to—and as a
function of—self-esteem.187 According to one study, people either perceived or did
not perceive discrimination in order to guard their self-esteem.188 To illustrate, those
who perceived discrimination tended to so do in an effort to protect their performance
state self-esteem.189 Attributing an unfavorable outcome to discrimination allowed
that person to protect her performance self-esteem.190 But in so doing, that person
experienced lower social state self-esteem, as she felt singled out on account of her
minority status.191 A majority of those studied chose not to perceive discrimination
as an effort to maintain a perception of control in the social domain.192
Another way social psychologists have framed the power dynamic analysis is by
attributing the reluctance to report discrimination to the fear of retaliation. Indeed,
retaliation fear was one of the most common reasons people gave for not reporting
harassment.193 For example, 62% of state employees in one study reported some form
of “retaliation for their responses to harassment.”194 Retaliation forms “includ[ed]
lowered job evaluations, denial of promotion, and being transferred,” with “the most
assertive harassment responses . . . incurr[ing] the greatest [retaliation] costs.”195 In
another study, one-third of the victims of sexual harassment who filed claims stated
that filing “made things worse.”196 In a study of the Navy, one-third of the victims
stated that they were humiliated by others after speaking out.197 Indeed, in many
184
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surveys, negative outcomes, be they job-related or health-related, were the result of
the more assertive response to harassment.198 Such evidence shows the considerable
risk that employees take when they report harassment.
In their analysis of whether an employee’s actions were reasonable in employer
liability suits, courts have been unwilling to excuse an employee’s reluctance to report
for fear of retaliation or her general discomfort with reporting. In Shaw v. AutoZone,
Inc., the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit considered an appeal from a
grant of summary judgment for the employer by the district court.199 The employee’s
supervisor made several sexually explicit comments to her.200 Although she was apprised of the company’s sexual harassment policy upon her hire, she did not report
the harassing incidents to anyone and quit.201 During her deposition, she said that she
did not report the conduct for “a lot of reasons,” including “uncomfortableness about
being around [the harasser],” as well as the “lack of support from . . . [the] manager,
letting the employees take advantage of [her] or not support[ing] [her].”202 In affirming summary judgment for the employer because the employee’s failure to report
satisfied the employer’s burden under the second prong of the Ellerth affirmative
defense, the court reasoned that “an employee’s subjective fears of confrontation,
unpleasantness or retaliation do not alleviate the employee’s duty under Ellerth to
alert the employer of the allegedly hostile environment.”203
The court in Matvia was more sympathetic, recognizing that “the reporting of
sexual harassment can place ‘the harassed employee in an awkward and uncomfortable situation.’”204 “Not only is it embarrassing to discuss such matters with company
officials, but after the harassed employee overcomes this hurdle she may have to deal
with a negative reaction from coworkers.”205 Despite recognition of such “stress” and
“unpleasantness” engendered by reporting, the court underscored an employee’s “duty
to report,” pointed to the essentiality of the reporting requirement to the logic of
SURVEY 17 (1992), available at http://www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?Location=U2+doc
=GetTRDoc.pdf&AD=ADA248546).
198
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Title VII, and reasoned that a “nebulous fear of retaliation” cannot form the “basis for
remaining silent.”206 The court gave no credence to the employee’s subjective fears.
For the court, the availability of a retaliation claim was enough to assuage the complainant and should not have prevented her from reporting harassment.207 However,
if that complainant is reluctant to use the internal grievance mechanism to report harassing behavior, it is also likely that she would show the same reluctance to bring a
much more public retaliation claim. Moreover, courts have been diluting the protection
from retaliation under the retaliation clause of Title VII in certain circumstances. For
example, in Clark County School District v. Breeden,208 the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed “the view long adhered to by lower courts that the retaliation clause of Title VII
provides employees with far less protection when submitting complaints internally
than when filing charges with the” EEOC.209 Though those who file charges with the
EEOC receive “absolute protection from retaliation in connection with their EEOC
charge,” employees who use the employer’s internal grievance procedures receive far
less protection—only “to the extent their complaint was based on a good faith and
reasonable belief in the unlawfulness of the [opposed] practice.”210 Such diluted protection tempts and gives too much power to employers to unilaterally assess the unlawfulness of the employee’s conduct and subject her to reprisal when the employer
has any reason to doubt the employee’s good faith and reasonable belief in reporting.211
If courts are serious about offering retaliation protection as a way to assuage an
employee’s fear of retaliation, and thus her reluctance to report harassment, then they
should strengthen retaliation protection, not erode it.212
B. Gender Differences and the Consequent Disproportionate Impact on Women
Behavioral science research shows that gender differences heighten the structural
barriers that prevent reporting of harassment claims. For example, some scholars have
206
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shown that women are less likely “to engage in active responses to experiencing sexual
harassment,” including formally reporting harassment claims.213 One study attributed
that reluctance to gender differences in orientation to conflict.214 According to this
study, most women prefer informal methods of dispute resolution to formal ones
such as using the grievance procedures of their employer.215 Some have attributed
such reluctance to women’s socialization to avoid conflict.216 Other feminist scholars
have rooted such conflict-avoidance in the heavy sanctions that some women have
faced for engaging in conflict or behavior that violates gender stereotypes.217 One
scholar has shown that many women hold values that emphasize responsibility for
and to others and the restoration of harmony and bonds among individuals.218 Because
such values were incongruous with reporting, they were reluctant to formally report
their grievances.219
According to some scholars, gender differences for women would intensify the
structural barrier of the desire to maintain social relationships.220 They have shown that
women exhibit a greater tendency to avoid and ignore conflict and other behavior
which violated social norms.221 Some studies show that men are generally more aggressive than women in social situations, “women are responsible for the maintenance work of social interactions,” and such “roles are culturally proscribed and
organizationally reinforced” over generations.222 Some have argued that such evidence
points to women bearing the primary responsibility for “articulating the appropriateness of work roles by reacting” passively, such as ignoring or avoiding the provocative
conduct.223 For example, according to some, the times women acted “offensively”
were most likely when they were “helping others save face” or even “protecting the
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harasser.”224 And, as others have reported, many women when asked why they did not
report the harassment gave the reason that they did not wish harm to the harasser.225
As Gruber and Smith note, gender differences also influence the power dynamics
in the workplace.226 That women may not act assertively in the workplace because they
objectively lack power to do so is a structural framing of the reason for underreporting.
But, according to Gruber and Smith, women also may not act assertively on account
of some gender differences or gender roles which have been culturally proscribed and
organizationally reinforced over time.227 Such differences or roles may lead some
women to believe that they lack power to assertively challenge harassing or discriminatory conduct.228 Or, as Kristin Bumiller argues, women and other minorities
are hesitant to complain about discrimination because admitting victimhood is
disempowering, particularly when their minority status already places them in a
structurally less powerful position at work.229
According to Gruber and Smith, the more power women possessed or perceived
to have possessed—be it sociocultural, organizational, or personal—the more likely
they were to report harassment.230 Women’s minority status231 also intensifies the fear
of retaliation. Women’s perceived lack of power, relative to men, may or may not
be on account of some innate gender differences, but women’s gender status confers
on them a minority status, particularly in the workplace. Numerous studies have documented that women still lag behind men in pay and positions in management.232
According to the Government Accountability Office statistics, for example, in 2007,
women managers in the finance industry earned 58.8 cents for every dollar earned by
men.233 Contrary to most people’s assumptions, this figure represents a widening of
the pay gap between men and women compared to year 2000 figures when women
earned 63.9 cents to every dollar earned by men.234 Less than twelve percent of all
corporate executives are women.235 Given such lack of gender power balance in the
224
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workplace, there may be a lack of a supportive network—either perceived or real—
in place for women to feel comfortable speaking out against harassment. Sociologists
have shown that most women feel more comfortable speaking to other women about
their experience with harassment.236 Thus, their gender differences and the minority
status they confer in the workplace make women even more vulnerable to the risks of
negative outcomes that accompany speaking out.237
IV. CULTURAL BARRIERS: FROM THE CULTURAL DIVERSITY DATABASE
Parts IV and V return the Article’s focus to Asian Americans and apply to cultural
minorities the behavioral science evidence on structural barriers to reporting harassment claims. These Parts argue that cultural differences particular to Asian Americans
intensify the structural barriers to reporting discrimination claims. Cross-cultural
theorists have identified cultural norms and dimensions that differ among national
societies, similar to social science research on gender differences.238 In their work on
the dimensions of cultural diversity, Charles Hampden-Turner and Fons Trompenaars
have identified six dimensions of cultural diversity, two of which enlighten the reluctance of Asian Americans to report discrimination and harassment.239
A. Universalism vs. Particularism
Universalist cultures emphasize rules, codes, and laws and seek to apply them
equally to all.240 They “search [ ] for . . . similarity and [try] to impose on all members of a class . . . the laws of their commonality.”241 Particularist cultures recognize
exceptions and special circumstances.242 They value special relationships between
family and friends and distinguish relationships based on that special status.243 To
236
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illustrate the difference, Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars posed the following hypothetical dilemma: “You are riding in a car driven by a close friend,” who is driving
thirty-five miles per hour in a twenty mile per hour speed zone. He hits a pedestrian,
and you are the only witness. “His lawyer says that if you testify under oath that
[your friend] was driving only twenty miles per hour, you will save him from serious consequences. What right has your friend to expect you to protect him?”244
According to Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars, the universalist would place
more value on the obligations to the law and would not testify to the lower speed.245
A particularist, on the other hand, would see a greater obligation to the close friend
and would testify to the lower speed or not testify at all.246 Nearly 80% of Americans
fell into the universalist category, compared to around 20% of Koreans, 30% of
Chinese, and 40% of Japanese.247 According to the results of this survey, seven of the
eight most universalist countries are Protestant and stable democracies: Switzerland,
the United States, Canada, Sweden, Australia, the United Kingdom, and the
Netherlands.248 Asian countries, where Confucianism, Hinduism, Buddhism, and
Shintoism have had much influence, are more particularist: South Korea, China,
Japan, Indonesia, and Singapore.249
In a case study of the management of a copyright dispute, Hampden-Turner and
Trompenaars relate a story of how executives at Samsung, a South Korean company,
sent them a translated copy of their previously published book on cross-cultural
studies and a thank you note praising the book’s utility among Samsung executives.250
The problem was that the authors had not translated the book, nor had Samsung
asked the authors for copyright permission to translate or reproduce the book.251 The
advice of the authors’ British publisher was to sue Samsung, which, as a multibillionaire conglomerate, surely must have known that such action violated copyright
laws in Korea and in any other nation in which Samsung distributed the translation.252
The authors viewed this breach of copyright law in light of Korea’s particularist
culture and did not take legal action.253 Instead, they saw a business opportunity.
Samsung had translated the book at its own expense, the cost of which would have
been $18,000, and the translation was of a high quality.254 Thus, the authors reciprocated the thank you letter with another thank you letter, expressed delight that the
book was popular among Samsung executives, and inquired about how to locate a
244
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Korean publisher.255 Within two weeks, the authors had three publication offers.256
Within a month, the authors had entered into a legal contract with Samsung to protect
their copyright.257 The sale of the book in Korea has been brisk, and the economic
value of lost sales to Samsung was outweighed by the savings in cost of translation.258
For particularist cultures, a warm relationship must precede—and may even be
more important than—the exercise of a legal right.259 It motivates a friend to be more
willing to testify that his friend had been driving at the lower speed or, at the very least,
not testify against the friend. To a universalist, it may seem as though a particularist,
by testifying falsely, endorses the violation of the law or eschews the importance of
the legal system. To some extent, the lack of willingness to participate in the legal system or adhere strictly to its mandates may not reflect a particularist’s wholesale rejection of the legal system, but his or her distrust of it.260 Trust in the legal system is
low in particularist countries such as Venezuela, Nepal, South Korea, China, and
Russia, which have experienced their share of political corruption.261 If citizens of
these countries have a reason to distrust their own national laws and question their
lawmakers, then the incentive to obey the law would be low. This explains why they
would place their trust in their families and friends, rather than in the law.262
B. Individualism vs. Communitarianism/Collectivism
Social psychologists consider the distinction between individualism and communitarianism or collectivism to be the most significant cultural difference among
societies.263 A way to think about this difference is to consider the focus in which
255
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each places his or her primary responsibility: on the good of the individual or on the
good of the group. An individualist is self-reliant, values competition, and focuses
on personal growth and fulfillment.264 Conversely, a communitarian places value on
cooperation and is more sensitive to the will of the group.265 The United States and
Canada are among the most individualist nations, whereas the most communitarian
countries included Japan, Singapore, and China.266
Harry C. Triandis describes this distinction in terms of individualism and
collectivism.267 He depicts individualist cultures as populated by people who largely act autonomously and independently from their in-groups.268 They prioritize their
personal goals over the goals of the group, act primarily on their preferences, and
do not follow the norms of their in-groups.269 In collectivist cultures, however, people
act interdependently within their in-groups, including their family, tribe, and nation.270
They are much more sensitive to the norms and goals of their in-groups and shape their
behavior according to them.271 In resolving conflict, collectivists “are primarily concerned with maintaining their relationships with others, whereas individualists are
primarily concerned with achieving justice.”272 Moreover, collectivists prefer methods
of conflict resolution that preserve the relationship, such as mediation, whereas individualists do not mind severing the relationship and are willing to litigate to settle
disputes.273 Triandis identifies the United States as the model individualist culture,
whereas many East Asian countries, including China, Japan, and Korea, are collectivist cultures.274
Such findings echo the work of social psychologist Geert Hofstede,275 whose
innovative work on cross-cultural databases has been acknowledged and borrowed
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by many social scientists in the field.276 He characterizes the difference between individualist and collectivist societies mainly in terms of each individual’s ties to one
another.277 Therefore, individualists are expected to look out for themselves, and their
ties usually extend only as far as their immediate families.278 Collectivists, however,
are much more integrated into a larger and stronger cohesive network of people—
their in-group.279 One is usually born into such a network, and the network protects
its group throughout that person’s lifetime in return for unquestioning loyalty.280
In Hofstede’s survey of cultures, the United States again emerged as the most
individualistic.281 Japan and Korea were much more collectivist in orientation,
forty-sixth and sixty-third respectively in individualism.282
Closely related to the individualism and collectivism divide is power distance,
another cultural dimension which Hofstede defines as “the extent to which the less
powerful members of institutions and organizations within a country expect and
accept that power is distributed unequally.”283 Low power distance cultures try to
minimize inequality, whereas high distance ones expect and even desire it.284 High
power distances can impair communication, which can have catastrophic real-world
outcomes.285 Between 1988 and 1998, Korean Air experienced more plane crashes
than most other airlines.286 Malcolm Gladwell attributes this, in part, to Korea’s high
power distance culture, which impairs the effective communication that is necessary
for pilot teamwork.287 In a case study of the Korean Air crash in Guam, a study of
the “black box” cockpit recorder revealed that the junior copilot, who had recognized that the senior copilot had made an error, used such mitigated and deferential
276
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speech to render the urgency of his message ineffective.288 This linguistic indirectness
of the junior copilot’s speech reflects Korea’s high-distance culture and its collective
orientation.289 That Japan, Korea, and China share the same collectivist orientation is
unsurprising given their common historical tradition of Confucianism.290 Examination
of Confucianism explains the predominance of collectivism in these Asian cultures
and enlightens the analysis of Asian-American behavior in the workplace.291
C. A Common Legal Tradition: Confucianism in East Asia
1. Applicable Confucian Values
Some scholars have articulated the existence of “a common Asian law,” despite
the diversity of cultures and histories which characterize Asia.292 In East Asia, scholars
consider the source of that common Asian law to be Confucianism, which has shaped
societal and philosophical norms there for thousands of years.293 No other philosophy
has so deeply influenced the life and thought of the East Asian people and character.294
Though many profess to be Taoist, Buddhist, or Christian, they also simultaneously
profess to be Confucianist, as Confucianism has become an inseparable part of East
Asian thought and society, and synonymous with what it means to be East Asian.295
Confucianism emphasizes the hierarchy, harmony, and order in society. These
“relational rules” not only regulate society independent of laws, but are also
reflected in the way laws have been constructed upon those rules.296 East Asian legal scholars argue that Confucianism provided the basis for ancient East Asian
jurisprudence.297 It prescribed the spiritual and moral landscape for the law and customs that regulated behavior in ancient China, where Confucianism originated during

288
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the early Han Dynasty.298 Confucianism provided the theoretical basis for imperial
government in China, and thereafter spread to Korea, Japan, and Vietnam.299
The most important value in Confucianism is jen, translated as “goodness,”
“humanity,” and “benevolence.”300 This belief permeates governance and law, emphasizing that governance and law should be benevolent towards their subjects and
those whom they rule.301 Another important value of Confucianism is propriety, or
the code of conduct which defines one’s behavior in relation to others.302 Only when
individuals understand and act according to their own status can society as a whole
achieve social order.303 In Confucianism, achieving equality among people is not the
aim. Rather, Confucianism emphasizes differences in status among people and seeks
to achieve the harmonious operation of these differences to achieve social order.304
In Confucianism, the relationships among people are ordered and operate
according to the nature of the relationship.305 Articulated as the Doctrine of Five
Relationships, it forms the cornerstone of all Confucian moral and social teaching.306
“Between father and son, there should be affection; between ruler and minister there
should be proper distinction; between elder and younger, there should be proper
order, and between friends, there should be faithfulness.”307 The emphasis here is on
the relationship, not the individuals. Instead, a Confucianist focuses not only on the
tie that binds two individuals, but also on the proper way those individuals relate to
one another.308 It is this adherence to the appropriate nature of each relationship that
is necessary to achieve harmony between and among individuals.309
In only the Confucian relationship of friendship is equality present. There is
a hierarchal difference between father and son, ruler and minister, husband and
wife, and elder and younger.310 Such “inequalities” are openly acknowledged and
298
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entrenched in these relationships. Instead of focusing on the inequality, a Confucianist
places the emphasis on the need for deference and reverence of those in the higher
position.311 And in return for such deference, tolerance and reciprocity are shown.312
2. Confucian Values in Contemporary East Asia
In China, Japan, Korea, and Vietnam, Confucianism is no longer the statesponsored ruling ideology. However, Confucian values continue to persist.313 A
recent study measured three Confucian values among contemporary college students
in China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan: (1) interpersonal harmony, which reflected the
need to seek harmony and solidarity with others;314 (2) relational hierarchy, such as
the ordering of relationship by status, loyalty to superior, and obedience to parents,
superiors, and elders;315 and (3) traditional conservatism, which reflected Confucian
principles of restricting one’s desires, non-competitiveness, and moderation.316
The study found that participants in all four countries strongly endorsed the importance of Confucian values, in varying degrees.317 The participants rated interpersonal harmony and relational hierarchy as more important than traditional conservatism.318
That traditional conservatism was ranked low may be explained by the significant economic developments, the transition to a market economy, and the rise in consumerism and consumer spending—all incongruous with the traditional conservatism of
Confucianism, which emphasizes non-competitiveness and moderation. That interpersonal harmony and relational hierarchy remain strong even amidst an economic
transformation and the consequent adoption of Western norms suggests that these
Confucian norms are deeply entrenched in East Asian societies. Moreover, the participants in the study were not the older generation but younger college students whom
one would most expect to trade traditional Confucian values for modern, Western
ones.319 Another surprise in the study is that the participants resided in urban centers.320
311
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One would expect Confucian values to persist in rural, agrarian centers, where the allure of and susceptibility to modernization and globalization would be lower. But
the fact that college students from cities still endorsed these values suggests that modern values have not eroded Confucian ones and that Confucian values coexist with
modern ones.
V. CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AS A BARRIER TO REPORTING DISCRIMINATION
Historical and sociological evidence strongly suggest that for a significant subset
of the Asian-American population321 in the United States, their cultural differences
make them especially vulnerable to the structural barriers that more generally discourage individuals from reporting discrimination or harassment.322 Gruber and Smith’s
formulation of the structural reasons that explain the underreporting of sexual
harassment claims would apply equally to a race or national origin harassment claim
brought by Asian Americans.323 Both of their primary structural barriers are, for persons of Asian descent, strongly connected to cultural values.324 First, regarding the desire to maintain social relationships,325 the distinction identified by Hampden-Turner
and Trompenaars326—that East Asians tend to be particularist in orientation—may
explain their reluctance to turn to the law to resolve their disputes.327 Like the friend
321
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who places greater value on his friendship than the law by choosing not to testify
against his friend, Asian Americans may be reluctant to report discrimination because they feel a greater obligation to maintain and preserve the work relationship,
than to sever it by turning to the law.328 This approach accords with the Confucian
principle of valuing and maintaining harmony in relationships.
The reluctance to turn to the law may, however, be due less to the importance
of maintaining relationships and more to the distrust some Asian Americans have
of the law. Asian Americans who recently emigrated from authoritarian regimes may
be even more reluctant to report their grievances to the government or to use its redress procedure because of their distrust and fear of the government in their home
country. For example, many Vietnamese immigrants came to this country as political
refugees, fleeing persecution by their own governments.329 Non-refugee immigrants
from communist regimes, such as China or Vietnam, may nonetheless associate governments with instruments of oppression. Even immigrants from newly formed democracies like South Korea may have reason to distrust the government because of the
relatively recent widespread corruption among government officials and the lack of
accountability for their actions.330 One who distrusts the government or its officials
is not likely turn to it to resolve disputes. Moreover, from a collectivist perspective,
the desire to maintain relationships may explain why Asian Americans underreport
discrimination. A collectivist would be less likely to report discrimination because,
in resolving conflict, he or she is primarily concerned with maintaining relationships
with others. Achieving justice would ring hollow to a collectivist if the risk of severing a relationship is high.331
Gruber and Smith’s second reason for why women underreport harassment—the
power dynamics in and out of the workplace—applies equally to Asian Americans.
Like women, Asian Americans have minority status both inside and outside of the
workplace, which would affect their perception of power. According to a 2010 federal employee viewpoint survey, Asian Americans make up about 4.6% of the total
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federal workforce.332 This figure tracks the percentage of the total Asian population in
the United States, which is about 4.2% according to the latest census.333 Comparatively,
women occupy nearly half of the federal workforce.334 Based on numbers alone, then,
Asian Americans’ minority status is even more exaggerated than women’s minority
status, arguably making them more vulnerable.
Like women, Asian Americans are underrepresented in positions of management.335 Asian Americans are underrepresented in mid-level management in the federal government and at senior grades in many federal agencies.336 For example, in
the Social Security Administration, Asian Americans comprise about 4% of the
workforce.337 Yet, only 2% of mid-level officials and managers there are AsianAmerican.338 In the Department of Veterans Affairs, Asian Americans make up 6.48%
of the permanent workforce, yet only 2.62% of mid-level officials and managers are
Asian-American.339 At the Department of Health and Human Services, the Centers
for Disease Control, Asians make up 5.31% of the permanent workforce, but only
2.32% of all mid-level officials and managers are Asian-American.340
In the senior executive levels of management, Asian Americans are even more
underrepresented. The EEOC Work Group found indications of a “glass ceiling”341
at many of the federal agencies that it reviewed.342 For example, at the Department
of Health and Human Services, about 7.32% of its permanent workforce is Asian.343
And 9.12% of its General-Pay-Scale level (GS) 14 and 6.06% of its GS-15 positions
are filled by Asians.344 Yet, at the senior executive (SES) level, only 2.19% of its 411
332
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SES positions are filled by Asians.345 Examination of the SES workforce at the Patent
and Trademark Office shows similar underrepresentation at the SES level. There,
Asians comprise 25.61% of the permanent workforce.346 A similar percentage of
Asians—29.17%—occupies the GS-14 level.347 Yet, Asians occupy only 7.14% of
the senior executive grades in the agency.348
The EEOC Work Group attributed the reason to discrimination.349 It identified
the perception of the lack of leadership as one of the sources of discrimination against
Asian-American employees.350 It showed that Asian Americans were perceived to be
“unassertive, team players more than leaders, and lacking self-promotion.”351 This relates to similar findings that people perceive Asians to lack social skills in management positions. According to the Stereotype Content Model, which was developed
from six extensive sociological studies, Asian Americans experienced what was called
“mixed envious racial prejudice.”352 Individuals from “out-groups” usually fall into one
of two clusters of perception.353 “Paternalized groups” are liked as possessing warmth
but disrespected as incompetent, whereas “envied groups” are “respected as competent
but disliked as lacking warmth.”354 Asian Americans fell into the latter category.355
Due to such perception of low sociability, they were excluded from social networks
and from positions requiring social skills, such as many leadership positions.356
345
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But an under-investigated explanation for underrepresentation may be the result
of other structural and cultural reasons that discourage Asian Americans from reporting discrimination. Concerning the structural reasons, the relatively small number of
Asians in the workforce, generally and in the senior management positions relative
to non-Asians, may deter Asians from applying for such positions. For example, the
United States Postal Service found that Asian Americans were reluctant to participate in advanced leadership programs, a mechanism whereby employees are trained
for leadership positions within the agency.357 Likewise, a recent study of diversity management in corporate America found that the most popular approaches to increasing
diversity in the workplace—diversity training and diversity evaluations—were among
the least effective.358 Instead, mentorship programs that create social networks among
minorities were among the most effective ways to increase diversity in the workplace.359
Like women who were more empowered to report harassment in a gender-balanced
work environment,360 Asian employees may not feel empowered to apply for such positions or believe that such positions are possible for them due to the lack of examples
of people in their social network who have occupied such positions in the past.361
Similarly, the lack of a social network of people who have reported discrimination in the past and not knowing lawyers who could counsel them may also explain why Asian Americans underreport discrimination. Although Asian Americans
have faced civil rights struggles in this country,362 their struggles are underreported
and not part of the American narrative, unlike, the African-American struggle for
civil rights.363 This may be a structural reason for why African Americans do not show
the same degree of reluctance to report discrimination which Asian Americans show.
A related cultural explanation is likely as well. For many African Americans, asserting a civil rights claim may be thought to be empowering, and may even be encouraged among their social network. Yet, asserting a civil rights claim is a very
individualistic gesture.364 For someone who subscribes to the collectivist mentality,
357
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making such claims would be unnatural, particularly because that claim is being
asserted to or against someone in a higher position, often the supervisor. For someone
who is culturally socialized to not challenge authority, making such claims would
prove even more difficult.365 Moreover, the associated fear of retaliation attendant to
making any challenges to someone in power would be even more exaggerated for the
collectivist who is unaccustomed to or fears challenging authority.366
VI. ASSIMILATE OR ACCOMMODATE DIFFERENCES?
Sociological and social psychological studies have shown that structural barriers
hinder some Asian Americans from reporting discrimination or harassment.367 Such
studies show that Asian Americans’ reluctance to report discrimination or harassment
is not unique or limited to them.368 Some women demonstrate this same reluctance
for similar structural reasons.369 So do other minority groups, including some African
Americans, who may be reluctant to report discrimination because of the disempowering effect of acknowledging such discrimination.370 Yet, for Asian Americans, that
reluctance to report discrimination or harassment is particularly acute as compared
to other minority groups.371 This Article has claimed, that though the structural barriers
that prohibit some women, African Americans, and members of other minority groups
from reporting discrimination or harassment certainly apply to Asian Americans, cultural barriers specific to Asian Americans heighten these structural barriers and make
it especially difficult for them to report discrimination or harassment.372 If cultural differences play a role in Asian Americans’ reluctance to report discrimination, what—if
365
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anything—can the law and the legal system do about it? Part VI of the Article exposes the tension between assimilation—in this case reporting discrimination—and
accommodation of differences. It contends that the cultural costs do not outweigh
the benefits of assimilation and shows the need for additional empirical research. In
the meantime, it concludes that, at the very least, courts should consider cultural
differences when they assess the reasonability of an employee’s delay in employer
liability suits.
A. The Benefits of Assimilation
Numerous immigrant integration and civil rights theorists have debated the
tension between assimilation and accommodation of cultural differences in a variety
of ways.373 Underlying this tension is the challenge of maintaining equality in the face
of an increasingly pluralistic society. Adherents of assimilation contend that the United
States was founded on an Anglocentric “core culture” rooted in Christian values and
the English common law tradition and that the recognition of other values would
have a destabilizing effect on American character.374 Indeed, assimilation has been
the dominant paradigm of immigrant integration in the United States,375 as evidenced
by the idea of the “melting pot” which has almost become synonymous with the
American identity. Particularly after 9/11, adherents of assimilation have advocated
even more strongly for the national core model of immigrant integration, which calls
for immigrants to adopt themselves to the “core culture” of the United States.376
For Asian Americans, assimilation would mean “overcoming” their reluctance to
report discrimination. It would mean assimilating to the general individualistic tenor
of the United States and a specific individualistic reporting requirement. Indeed, one of
the Work Group’s recommendations to the EEOC was to involve the EEOC in training
programs to educate Asian Americans on the benefits of reporting discrimination.377
The EEOC Work Group reported that, because Asians were more likely to claim that
373
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discrimination occurred when discussing the matter with other Asians,378 EEOC
practitioners and Asian affiliation groups should assist in overcoming this barrier.379
There are several advantages to assimilating to the majority norm by encouraging
the reporting of discrimination. First, as Part III asserted, the employee benefits by
reporting. The law as it has been interpreted currently requires them to report—and
report early—if they want to prevail against an employer’s assertion of the affirmative
defense in employer liability suits.380 Apart from the litigative advantage of reporting,
the employee potentially avoids further racial stigmatization in the workplace. Through
reporting, the employer has the chance to remedy and remove the source of harassment.
Much has been written about the effects of racial stigmatization and the significant
psychological381 and physical382 harm it causes. In the first nationally representative
study of its kind, researchers confirmed a high correlation between discrimination and
chronic health conditions among Asian Americans.383 Those who experienced discriminatory conduct were at a greater risk of developing heart disease, chronic pain,
and respiratory illness.384 In addition to the physical effects of discrimination, “[t]he
psychological responses to such stigmatization consisted of feelings of humiliation,
isolation, and self-hatred.”385 Suffering in silence merely exacerbated such effects.386
Discrimination not only exacts a heavy cost on the employee—in terms of the loss of
health, career, and finances—but also costs the employer in terms of lost productivity and resources in training and hiring a replacement employee. By reporting
discrimination, the employee avoids the potential negative consequences and potentially gains a work environment free from conflict if the employee’s perceptions
of discrimination are correct.387
The benefits may also extend beyond the workplace and aid the development
of the law. Civil rights law develops as a result of those who challenge it. The most
likely type of Title VII discrimination claim that an Asian employee could bring
would be a claim based on race or national origin.388 Of the nearly 100,000 charges
378
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filed with the EEOC during 2010, only 11% were national origin claims.389 Only
claims based on religion were lower in number.390 Race-based claims constituted the
majority of all claims filed at 35.9%, with sex-based claims close behind at 29.1%.391
The EEOC does not further aggregate this data by race, but according to the EEOC
Work Group, only about 2% of all charges of discrimination in the private sector
and 3.26% in the federal sector are filed by Asian Americans.392 By encouraging the
bringing of claims, the federal government encourages others who are similarly situated to bring claims. Members of the Asian-American community would be more
likely to know others who challenged discriminatory conduct and would be encouraged to do the same.393 The gains from assimilating in this regard may be greater than
the costs of not doing so. In the end, it may enable the ethnic minority to retain their
identity because the consequence of not reporting discrimination endangers the survival of the culture.
B. Cultural Costs and the Argument for Accommodation of Differences
While the benefits of assimilation are clear, the question remains whether ethnic minorities can assimilate. If the barrier stems in part from some deeply held
cultural belief, it is doubtful whether such beliefs can be “overcome” without a
significant cost to the individual. Some assimilation studies suggest that ethnic attachments not only last but may grow more intense over time—even across generations.394
One sociological study of acculturation patterns among Korean immigrants in Los
Angeles showed the relative low degree of acculturation and high ethnic attachment
patterns in terms of exposure to Korean mass media, intimate social relations with
fellow Koreans, and participation in Korean voluntary or cultural associations.395 For
example, 78% of the respondents regularly subscribed to Korean newspapers, whereas
only 22% subscribed to American newspapers.396 Three-fourths of the respondents
also maintained close ties with neighbors, most of whom were exclusively Korean.397
389
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That ethnic attachment patterns prove to be stronger than acculturation patterns may
be explained by the fact that the respondents in this particular study were largely recent
arrivals to the United States.398 Nevertheless, the study found that respondents who
had been in the United States eleven or more years showed a similar level of ethnic
attachments when compared to respondents who had just immigrated to the United
States.399 Moreover, though certain aspects of American culture and social relations
were added—even as acculturation increased over time—their ethnic attachments
remained and, in some cases, strengthened.400
Even assuming that assimilation is possible, an equally important question is
whether ethnic attachments should be overcome. Although the idea of the “melting
pot” may be the dominant paradigm of immigrant integration,401 both immigration
and civil rights theorists have criticized it and questioned whether assimilation into
the dominant culture should be the goal.402 Instead, they have espoused a model of
immigrant integration which allows for the recognition and flourishing of cultural
differences.403 These theorists believe that ethnic groups should enjoy a certain degree
of cultural autonomy, as long as it does not encroach on the liberty of others.404 They
believe that ethnic groups can—and should—coexist with the dominant culture without totally assimilating into it.405
Indeed, assimilation exacts a heavy cultural cost. Scholars have detailed the coercive aspects of the demands of assimilation on a variety of minority communities in
the United States.406 Assimilation demands on minority communities are morally suspect because they harm a quest for authenticity and, ultimately, human flourishing.407
According to Kenji Yoshino, requiring one to “cover”408—in this case, one’s deeply
held cultural beliefs—to conform to the will of the majority reduces self-esteem and
stunts individual authenticity.409
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In addition to its coercive effect, assimilation is disempowering.410 During the
process of reporting discrimination, employees must acknowledge that the discrimination bothers them and that they take it personally.411 By not taking it personally,
employees deny that they are victims and acknowledge their lack of power and
control.412 This argument accords with some behavioral science studies that show that
some Asian Americans cope with discrimination by cognitive avoidance and perceiving the situation as a challenge to overcome.413 Cognitive avoidance, such as
efforts not to take harassment personally, has short term benefits because by refusing
to think about the matter, the person avoids re-experiencing the negative symptoms of
the discriminating act.414 It is a way to preserve social self-esteem.415
However, accommodation of cultural differences cannot mean exempting the
reporting requirement for Asian Americans. What it means—and what this Article
proposes—is that a need exists for structural changes in the law and the workplace
in addition to encouraging employees to report. The most aggressive of the structural
changes is to literally change the work environment around the employee, rather
than change the cultural attachments of the individual. The EEOC Work Group
endorsed—though implicitly—this option when it recommended increasing
diversity in the federal sector through an affirmative action program.416 In addition
to addressing Asian Americans’ reluctance to report discrimination, the Work Group
also addressed other concerns of the Asian-American community.417 For example, it
identified the need to increase the Asian-American presence in the senior and executive
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management positions.418 To that end, the EEOC Work Group recommended the reinvigoration of the government-wide Senior Executive Service Candidate Development
Program to provide skill-development opportunities for qualified Asian-American
employees.419 The rationale it gave for implementing such affirmative action programs was the value of promoting diversity.420 Creating a diverse workforce was
[n]ot merely for the sole benefit of those individuals belonging
to culturally diverse backgrounds . . . [but] [r]ather . . . in furtherance of our American interests that we develop and maintain a
federal work force that is reflective of the plethora of cultural
and ethnic societies that comprise the APA [Asian and Pacific
American] group.421
That “American interest,” according to the Work Group, is a business one.422
Because the American economy is inextricably linked to countries in Asia, and with
the emergence of China as a global economic leader,423 having a diverse federal
workforce which includes Asian Americans in its leadership would be to America’s
economic advantage.424
The EEOC Work Group discussed the problem of the lack of diversity in the
senior and executive management levels as separate from the problem of the underreporting of discrimination by Asian Americans.425 However, the two problems relate
in an important way. To put it in Gruber and Smith’s terms, the increase in diversity at
the senior and executive management levels increases the minority’s organizational
418
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and sociocultural power—be it real or perceived.426 Women were more likely to
report harassment in a gender-balanced work environment and in environments in
which they had or perceived to have more power.427 Increasing the number of women
in the workplace and placing more women in positions of power would structurally change the work environment, which would enable the victims of harassment to
feel more empowered to respond in a more assertive way.428 Similarly, promoting a
diverse federal workforce—increasing the number of Asians in the federal workforce—
and ensuring the selection and promotion of qualified Asians at the upper management levels not only makes a business case for diversity, but also may address Asian
Americans’ reluctance to underreport discrimination by empowering them to act
more assertively.
The second accommodation option is for the legislature to strengthen retaliation
protection for victims who complain. As Part III showed, the most common reasons
employees cited for not reporting discrimination were the fear of retaliation, hurting
one’s career, and the considerable risk employees take when they stand up against their
employer.429 If the law demands reporting harassment because it is trying to fulfill
the deterrence rationale of Title VII, then it achieves that objective, in part, by making
sure that it protects victims from retaliation after doing what the law requires them
to do.
The third option for accommodation is the most readily available and one which
the courts are poised to do. In the realm of sexual harassment, some legal scholars
have reasoned that the law should accommodate gender differences in light of the behavioral science evidence showing women’s reluctance to report sexual harassment.430
For example, when courts consider the reasonableness of women’s responses to harassment to assess employers’ liability, some legal scholars have argued that women’s
passive response to harassment should not be considered unreasonable due to the socialization of women, gender expectations that society imposes on them, or the heavy
sanctions they face for violating such expectations.431 Some courts have already
adopted a reasonable woman’s standard. In Ellison v. Brady, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit held that the determination of whether certain behavior constitutes sexual harassment should be based on how a “reasonable woman” would
perceive that behavior.432
426
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Courts have been less willing to adopt a similar standard for cultural differences
and have rejected a culture specific reasonability test. In Trujillo-Garcia v. Rowland,433
the Ninth Circuit Court rejected Trujillo-Garcia’s habeas appeal. He argued that the
trial court should have taken his cultural background into account when it assessed
whether the words that prompted him to shoot another person constituted adequate
provocation.434 In essence, he wanted the trial court to substitute the average reasonable person standard with the average reasonable Mexican person standard and argued
that such failure violated the Equal Protection Clause. Though the district court concluded that his equal protection argument was “not without merit,” the district court
did not use a reasonable Mexican person test and concluded that even under that test,
he did not act in a way a reasonable Mexican person should have responded.435 The
Ninth Circuit affirmed, though not explicitly ruling on whether the failure to consider
Trujillo-Garcia’s cultural background was error. It simply assumed that even if it
were, it was harmless.436 This view not only ignores the possibility that the reasonable person standard may be culturally biased, but it also assumes without benefit of
empirical evidence that a reasonable Mexican person would not have acted the way
Trujillo-Garcia had.437
In the race or national-origin harassment context, structural reasons that prevent
women from reporting also affect Asian Americans. As some scholars believe for
some women, some Asian Americans have been culturally socialized to place great
importance on maintaining relationships.438 To a collectivist who would emphasize
the needs of the group over the needs of the individual, it would be incongruent to
make what is essentially an individual claim in reporting or filing a claim for discrimination or harassment.439 Furthermore, making that claim against a figure of authority,
such as a supervisor, would make the burden of satisfying the reporting requirement
even more onerous for Asian Americans. Moreover, if Asian Americans are expected
to act in more deferential ways, when they behave in nonstereotypical ways they suffer
interpersonal sanctions. The social consequences of complaining are high.
As the empirical evidence has shown, victims of discriminatory treatment and
harassment cope in different ways for different reasons.440 One effect discrimination
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and harassment have on the victim is the reduction of self-esteem. Both ethnic minorities and women experience a reduction in self-esteem when they experience harassment and discrimination at work.441 This reduction in self-esteem is in addition to
the effects that being an ethnic minority has on the individual.442 It is ironic that the
law requires of those with minority status such an assertive response to harassment
when they are at their most vulnerable. Instead, the law should not only recognize, but
also accommodate that vulnerability and interpret the reasonableness of the victim’s
response in light of cultural differences.
This does not mean that Asian Americans always act reasonably in failing to report
immediately the first incident of harassment or refusing to report at all. Nor does this
Article recommend adopting a reasonable Asian standard.443 Instead, it should not necessarily be unreasonable for Asian Americans to delay reporting.444 Courts should allow
litigants to make culturally based arguments and let triers of fact consider them under
the reasonable person standard. The reasonableness inquiry is a flexible, fact-intensive
standard that gives triers of fact the room to consider, for example, the prior course of
similar dealings between parties to assess the reasonableness of parties’ conduct in a
contract dispute. It should also give judges and juries the room to consider the structural barriers that prevent the reporting of discrimination and barriers imposed by
cultural differences.
CONCLUSION
So why don’t reasonable people complain about discrimination? The answer
may lie in who or what is “reasonable,” which in turn relies heavily on perspective.
There is no one reasonable person. This Article has shown the limits of the biased
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assumptions that underlie the idea that all reasonable people react the same way to
discrimination. From the perspective of certain cultural or gender norms, it may be
more reasonable not to report discrimination. Behavioral science research confirms
this to be true. There are significant structural barriers to reporting discrimination
and harassment. One barrier is the desire of most human beings to maintain social
relationships. The other is the effect of power dynamics both in and outside of the
workplace. Although these barriers apply to varying degrees to all persons, they
have a disproportionate effect on women and certain minority groups, namely Asian
Americans. Due to Asian Americans’ collectivist orientation—cultivated for thousands
of years under the Confucian norm—that emphasizes conciliation rather than litigation and interdependence rather than individuation, Asian Americans remain vulnerable in the eyes of the law, which demands conduct that is incongruous with their
deeply held beliefs.
This Article has exposed the difficult tension between a strict reporting
requirements and deeply held cultural values. In some respects, it is in the interest of
Asian Americans to assimilate and overcome their culture of silence. By reporting
discrimination, they could help fulfill the purpose of Title VII—to deter unlawful
conduct and make the workplace free from discrimination and harassment. But that
purpose can also be met by using the flexibility of the law to accommodate such
differences—which eliminates the coercive effects of assimilation demands on the
cultural minority. This Article has argued that for now, courts can begin to address
the effects of underreporting discrimination by considering cultural differences when
they assess the reasonableness of an employee’s delay of reporting in employer liability suits. Before the legal system employs broader structural changes to the workplace,
more empirical research, like studies concerning women, needs to be done to confirm
the reasons why Asian Americans are reluctant to report discrimination and whether
such reluctance can truly be overcome.

